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_INTRODUCTION 
Wing tip vortices have long been discussed as a 
primary factor in determining the distribution pattern 
and swath widths of materials ejected from agricultural 
aircraft. Some analytic work has been ~onducted to de-
termine the effect of span loading on distribution pattern, 
starting with Wilmer Reed in 1954. (NACA TR 111196, 1953). 
Thousands of distribution patterns have been measured by 
researchers and many attempts have been made to modify 
the pattern of wing tip vortices but none of this work has 
provided a basis for altering either agricultural airplane 
design or agricultural airplane operations. 
A quantitative assessment of the effect- of span loading, 
both in magnitude and pattern, suitable for use in the field 
or by aircraft designers or modifiers appears to be necessary 
to permit decisions to be made with regard to airplane geome-
tric characteristics or airplane flight operations. The 
advent of programmable calculators and microprocessor com-
puters makes it possible to perform calculations which, up 
to this time, have been either difficult or impossible 
because of complexity and length. Accordingly the procedure 
for calculating span wise load distribution as described in 
NACA Technical Report 1071 has been programmed on a program-
mable calculator, the Hewlett Packard HP-97, as well as in 
BASIC Lanugage. The HP-97 and microprocessors which use 
BASIC Language are readily available and these programs will 
make it possible for either an airplane designer or airplane 
operator to study the effects of span loading on either 
design or operation. 
The procedure of computing a span loading as given in 
NACA Technical Report 1071 has been reduced to a series 
of tables and charts so that the user need only to insert 
the geometric characteristics of his wings, together with 
the operating specifications of his airplane, and a span 
loading for his particular wing can be developed. The 
use of these programs, in conjunction with ASAE Paper #AA 
79-001 will enable operators and designers to explore design 
and operating parameters to determine whether changes or 
modifications are possible that would materially or 










aspect ratio S 
span of the wing measured perpendicular to 
the plane of symmetry, feet 
wing chord, feet 
mean wing chord S , feet b 
local lift coefficient local lift 
qc 
lift coefficient total lift 
qS 
rate of change of lift coefficient with 
flap deflection, per radian 
rate of change of lift coefficient with 
wing" angle of attack, per radian 
spanwise loading coefficient for unit lift 
coefficient 

























arbitrary number of span stations 
free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square 
foot 
wing area, square feet 
free-stream velocity, feet per second 
airplane weight, lb 
Wing loading, lb/ft 2 
induced velocity, normal to the lifting 
surface positive for downwash, feet per second 
longitudinal coordinate measured from the 
lateral plane through the quarter chord of the 
w~ng-root chord, feet 
lateral coordinate measured from the wing-root 
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, feet 












circulation, feet squared per second 
angle of deflection of flap. radians 
dimensionless lateral coordinate y b/2 
dimensionless flap span on one wing panel, 
measured perpendicular to the plane of 
symmetry, from the wing root outboard for 
inboard flaps, and from the wing tip 
inboard for outboard flaps 
air density slugs/ft 3 
flap span 
b/2 
ratio of section lift-curve slope at span 
station \I to , both at the same 
Mach number 
sweep angle of the wing quarter-chord line, 
positive for sweepback, degrees 




















pertaining to flaps 
wing tip, 
wing root 
average or mean 
C f denoting full wing-chord f1aps--=--
C 
pertaining to spanwise station 
CONVERSION FACTORS 
meter (M) = 3.281 feet 
sq. meter (M2) = 10.76 sq. feet 
meter/sec.(M/sec.) = 3.281 ft./sec. 
meters/sec. 2 (M/sec 2) = 3.281 ft./sec. 
Kilogram (Kg) = 2.205 pounds 
1 
Kg/M3 = .2048 slugs/ft. 3 




No attempt will be made to summarize the theory 
or analysis which is the base for computing a span 
load distribution as per NACA Technical Report No. 
1071. Rather, a step-by-step procedure will be tab-
ulated, which procedure has been programmed for mac-
hine calculation. 
A. The first step is tq determine a span loading 
coefficient, G 2b This is a dimensionless 
factor which is specified per radian angle of attack ~r 
flap deflection angle of one radian). This coefficient 
is also written as G 
-01 
seen that: 










c • c 
1 
2 
~ from which it can 'be 
The value of G/o l varies with span and is a function 
of wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep and flap span. 
It can be computed from the simultaneous equations (4)-
of Technical Report No. 1071 but it has already been com-
puted and plotted in Figure 4 of T.R. 1071 for a range of 
aspect ratios, sweep, taper ratios, and flap span. Two 
of these curves, Figures 4(c) and 4(d), for sweep angles 
of 0 0 , have been used to read values of G/o 1 for aspect 
ratios of.6, 8,' and 10; taper ratios of .667 and 1.0; and 
flap spans 0 f .19 5b, .55 6b, and 1. Ob • Thes e graphs appear 
as Figure 1 and Figure 2 of this report. G/o1 values were 
also read for outboard flap spans of .444b and .80Sb which 
are the complements of .195 and .556. These values are 





The first step in the computational procedure is 
therefore to read from Table I through Table V the 
appropriate values of G/o l for the selected wing and 
flap span at each of the span stations. 
B. The wing specifications of span, taper ratio, 
wing area, anq section lift curve slope must be defined. 
c. The wing or airplane operating conditions of wing 
loading, air density and speed, in proper units, must 
be stated. 
D. Agricultural aircraft all operate at maximum 
airspeed less than 300 ft./ sec. No correction for 
Mach Number is therefore require~ 
E. The wing chord at the spanwise stations corres-




2 • S 
b (I+A) 










c c is 
1 computed and the wing lift coefficient 





G. If a wing operating lift coefficient is chosen, 






= (p/2) V2 
H. The circulation, r , at each span station is: 
cl (P /2) V2 cl . 8 y . V Y 8 y . Y 
r = --y pV 2 
and 
c l c II V Y Y Y r = y 2 
A plot of ry as a function of span will enable 
~r/~y to be secured. In order to compare this value 
of shed vorticity with another wing, both values of 
must be computed at the same wing C • 
L 
I. The wing lift coefficient for ~ = 1 radian is 
computed as follows: 
The wing lift coefficient at any angle of attack is: 
.~ 
57.3 
The section lift coefficient at any spanwise station 














K. The local lift coefficient, 




y at any span 
H.P. 97 Program. 
The Hewlett-Packard H.P. 97 programmable calculator 
is a small desk size unit which is programmed in its own 
machine language. 224 program steps are available with 
26 storage registers. Programs are stored on small mag-
netic cards. 
The Span loading analysis program is listed on pages 
28 and 29 Data entry instructions and program o·pera-
ting instructions are given in appendix A. 
The program is run in two segments using the computa-
tion forms shown on pages 26 and 27 
The first segment of the progra~ computes the local 
wing chord at station y, ranging from root to tip, at span 
stations as identified from the appropriate Table I through 
V. The wing characteristics are summarized on the first 
computation page, following which G/o 1 and y/b/2 values 
are listed in the first two columns. The value of 6y is 
the length of each span segment, entered in feet. Succe-
ssive comput~tions are performed to secure the chord 
length at the midpoint of each span segment. The output 
of the computer is illustrated on page 30 The computed 
values of C are entered in column 5. y 
The second segment of the program uses computational 
chart II with the entries as shown on page 31 The first 
run is an initializing run followed by sequence computation 
of circulation at each span station. A sample computer 
listing with indentifier code is shown on page 30 . 
10 
BASIC PROGRAM 
The span loading analysis procedure has been programmed 
in BASIC language for a Rockwell AIM-65 microprocessor. 
This program should be adaptable to any of the currently 
available microprocessors although it should be carefully 
studied to see whether the syntax of this program is com-
patible with the microprocessor in question. 
The parameters which describe the particular wing being 
studies, such as gross weight, wing area, lift coefficient 
(corresponding to the desired swath speed), air density, 
taper ratio, aspect ratio, flap span, and so forth, are 
entered manually into the program as per the program state-
ments. If the value of X in statement 16 is input as zero 
the program computes the swath speed and lists this speed. 
Alternatively a value of 1.0 for X in statement 16 will 
cause the program to compute a flight lift coefficient. 
based upon an input speed. In other words, a choice can 
be made of either selecting an operating lift coefficient' 
and the speed will be computed and printed out or the 
swath speed can be input and the operating lift coeffici-
ent will be computed and printed out. 
A twenty column listing gives sequential values of 
lift coefficient and circulation as a function of span 
position. Final output is the lift coefficient per radian 
for either angle of attack or flap deflection together 
with the lift curve slope of the particular wing. Ad-
ditional wing geometries can be explored without changing 
airplane parameters by entering the wing geometry para-
meters in data statements l70~ 171, 172, and 173. The 
numbers in these data statements are concurrent values of 
the span station and G/ol factor. For the program as ill-
ustrated in Appendix B the first two numbers in state-
ment 170 are actual illustrations of the G/o l factor of 
.379 at a span station of .05. The numbers as actually 
illustrated in the listed program correspond to values 
for a wing with full span flaps, aspect ratio 8 and a taper 
ratio of .667. These values were taken from Table III. 
In summary, data statements 170 thru 173 are the tabular 
values of the span loading factor as read from table I-V. 
The output of the BASIC program is a function of the 
printer being used with the microprocessor. A twenty 
column output listing is illustrated on page 34 (Appendix B). 
Two versions of the BASIC span loading program were 
prepared. These are designated with file names of SPNLA 
and SPNLB respectively. They differ only in the manner 
in which variables are entered into the computer. 
11 
In SPNLA the airplane and operating parameters are 
written as program statements 17 through 24. This ver-
sion of the program is useful when a large number of 
wings are to be compared for the same airplane parameters. 
In SPNLB the airplane and operating parameters are 
entered as input statements 17 through 24. With this 
version of the BASIC program every variable must be 
entered each time the program is run but SPNLB gives more 
flexibility in parameter variation. 
The output listing of both SPNLA and SPNLB are the 
same except for listing of input data. A sample output 
listing is shown on page 36. 
WING ANALYSIS 
A large number of wings, with parameters as tabulated 
in Tables VI, VII, and VIII, pages ~ thru 23,have been 
analyzed. Span loading curves for these wings have been 
prepared and are presented in Figures 3&~ These curves, or 
the listing from computer programs, c~n b~ used to compare 
span loadings for various wings at various operating con-
ditions. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Two programs, one for a programmable calculator 
and one written in BASIC for a microprocessor have been 
prepared to compute span loading analysis for wings of 
varying parameters. The span loading as computed by the 
procedures in this report can be used, in conjunction with 
reference 4 to evaluate the effect of span loading and its 
distribution upon the trajectory of particles discharged 
from any point along the wing span. By using the shed 
vorticity, as determined by the method as described in this 
report in conjunction with the dynamics of the discharge 
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Values of span loading factor G/o 1 
from reference 3 for wings with 
inboard flaps', nf =.195 biZ 
~ = . TAPrR RATIO 667 















































































Values of span loading factor G/ol 
from reference 3 for win~s with 
inboard flaps; nf =.556 b/2 
= . TAPER RATIO 667 
















































































Values of span loading factor G/o 1 
from reference 3 for wings with 
full span flaps nf=1.0 b/2 
TAPER RATIO=0.667 














































































Values of span loading factor G/o l from reference 3 for wings with 
outboard flaps, nf= 0.805 b/2 
= . TAPER RATIO 0 667 
ASPECT RATIO=6 ASPECT RATIO=8 ASPECT RATIO 
.185 .144 .103 
.217 .175 .132 
.293 .25 .206 
.334 .285 .236 
.34 .292 0244 
.343 0292 .239 
0327 0276 0223 
.294 .248 .201 
0252 .215· 0177 
.215 .188 016 
.176 .153 .128 
.097 .083 0068 
TAPER RATIO=l. 0 
.165 .13 .095 
.20 .16 .12 
.283 .24 .20 
. 
.323 .273 0223 
0345 .29 .235 
0358 .296 .235 
-
0340 .285 .23 
.30 .258 .215 
.265 .228 019 
' .232 .201 .17 
~. 0192 .165 .138 






























Values of span loading factor, G/ol 
from reference 3 for wings with 
outboard flaps, nf~~.444 b/2 
, \. = . TAPER P~TIO 0 667 
























































CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS ANALYZED 
I FLAP WING WInG HIS ASPECT TAPER SPAN AREA (lb IFt 2 ) RATIO RATIO nf (Ft2) 
N1 25 6.04 1.0 Hone 326.6 
N2 25 8.0 1.0 None 326.6 
N3,' , 25 10 1.0 None 326.6 
--
-------
N4 25 6 .667 None 240 
.' "'N5 . 25 8 .667 None 240 
'.' N6" 25 10 .667 None 240 
. Nt 25 6 . 5 None 326.6 
N8 25 8 .5 None 326.6 
". N9 25 10 .5 None 326.6 
N10 25 8 1.0 None 450 
NIl 25 7.5 .667 None 450 
N12 25 8 .667 None Lf-50 
N13 25 8 1.0 * Inb=.556 326.6 
N14 15 8 1.0 Inb=.556 326.6 
N15 25 8 .667 Inb=.556 326.6 
N16 15 8 .667 Inb=.556 326.6 
N17 25 8 .5 Inb=.556 326.6 
----




















































CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS ANALYZED 
, 
FLAP 
ASPECT TAPER SPAN HING HI:1G HIS 
RATIO RATIO nf ~Nt) Clb/ft 2 ) 
. 
N18 15 8 .5 Inb=.556 326.6 
N19 25 8 .667, Inb=.556 450 
N20 25 10 .667 None 450 
N21 25 8 .667 None 326.6 
N22 25 8 1.0 Inb-.195 326.6 
N23 25 8 .667 Inb=.195 326.6 
N24 25 8 1.0 Inb=.195 450 
N25 25 8 .667 Inb-.195 450 
N26 25 6 .667 None 326.6 
N27 25 10 .667 None 326.6 
N28 25 6 .667 None 450 
N29 25 8 1.0 * O. B. 01. 444 326.6 
N30 25 8 1.0 0.B.0.805 326.6 
N31 25 8 0.667 0.B.0.444 326.6 
N32 25 8 0.667 0.B.0.805 326.6 
N33 25 8 1.0 0.B.0.444 450 
N34 ' 25 8 1.0 ' 0.B.0.'805 450 
* outboard of station nf 
., 
I I: I HING ~.JEIGHT 1~1~ (1bs) 
51. 116 r:;nnn 
60 11250 
67.082 11250 
51 11 n 8160 
51 11 fi 8160 I 




44 417 8160 
57 llt.Q 8160 
51 qh? 11250 
51 l' h 8160 
51 "n 8160 
51 11 n 8160 I I 







































CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS ANALYZED 
FLAP WING ASPECT TAPER SPAN AR~A RATIO RATIO nf (ft ) 
8 0.667 0.B.0.444 450 
8 0.667 0.B.0.805 450 
8 .667 None 327 
8 , .667 None 327 
8 .667 None 327 
8 .667 Inb=.556 327 
8 .667 Inb=.556 327 
8 .667 Inb=.556 327 
6 .667 None 327 
6 .667 None 327 
6 . .667 None 327 
6 .• 667 Inb=.556 327 
6 .667 Inb=.556 327 




, ~nNG I 
(lr.~N 'vEIGHT I (lbs) 
60 11250 























Hewelett Packard 97-7, 




Span Station , % D/? 
flv % b/,) decimal 
P .... S ..... 
Wing Span, b 
Wing Area, S 
Taper Ratio, A 
Gross Weight W 
Air Density, p 
Airplane CL 
Airplane Speed, tt·/ sec , input 
Constant CT 
P ~ S '<'" 
Press A for first run 





Repeat Step III. On last step 
store 1 in Register I, Press B 
for 
Program prints out C1 as last item. 
STC firs't value of fly in 
fly/b/2 
P .... S ..... 
Gl~y" 
P ~ S 
Press C. Using same entries 
press D. 
Repeat VI for as many steps as nec-
essary. Last step should be y=l.O 
& cl x c'v = 0, last print-out will 
be shed vorticity at tip_ of wing 
24 
---
INPUT KEYS OUTPUT DATA/UNITS DATA/UNITS 
Reg I __ I L_ __ I 
0 I ---I [---- --I I 
... _-- ---_ ..... -I ---] [---1 1 
.. _. __ . -_.-
I---~C---l 2 
--.-- "._---
I --OJ r---I -.. -- _._- - --
0 I -1 r-- - I 
1 1- _- _:J 1 ____ :-.:..1 
2 [- - -=-.J [--] 
3 r~=_:-J C~ [----] L ----I 4 
"----- - ."---. I -I [--] 5 
- --" ----- .... --
6 , - - -- II -- ---I 
7 r_-J~I r-- --] r=----] 8 
-------. --[ -J [----] 
----- --
9 [--=.J C-] 
.. - ._-
'_-~~=J 1___1 I - --1 [-- --1 
.-.- -- ----
r ---IC-I 
...... _- .-.- ---
,- - - I [- - I 0 
.. _--_. ----_. l -- I r- -- I 1 
--_ .. _-_.. -_ .. _--
r---] c---] 2 
- . --- - . I -- ] r----] 
_. -- . __ ... - --.---
L~~~] C=:J 
1 ____ ] CJ 
I -1 r: -:1 
1 I -] r~ _J 
2 r - -1 [ 1 
I II I 
I II I 
8 I II I 
I /I I 
I II I 
-
I II I I I 
I II I 
I II- I , 
r II - - I I 
I If I I i 
I --1 ,---] 
































APPENDIX A (continue~ 
Hewelett Packard 97-7, 
SPAN LOADING ANALYSIS 
INSTRUCTIONS 
DATA STORAGE 




Wing Span, Ft. 
Wing Area, Ft.L 
Taper Ratio, l:.t/Cr, A 
Weight, =If lb 




c, x G 
V J J 














KEYS OUTPUT DATA/UNITS 
I __ J 1 _____ J 
l - I r----I 
-----._- -
r ___ J L I 
r-----] [-] 
-- - .. ----[- ---1 r---J 
-_._._.- -
l -1 [-] 
". ----[-- --I [-- -~ 
----- -- . ----
L~-~-=-I L -] 
[----1 [-~ 
.- .---- ----[- --- ] r-:=J 
._._--" -
f--:~-l L _J 
r-- -- I[_~~ 




_1 r-==l [ -_-_] [~~= 1 
I _I r-~_~I 
I -- -' [--] 
L ---l[~ 
[ 







r 11 ___ =:1 
1- .Jr-~ 
I -I r-- _un] 
I 1 r _J 





_I I I - -- -I 
[ II -_ -1 
[ II ___ ~] 
I __ [ I ___ J 
I .. -. [ [---I 
I ____ II_-':'=] 
r----] c=J 
[- ] r=J 
[.~r=J 
Hewlett Packard 
H. P. 97 APPENDIX A (continued) Date 
----
SPAN LOADING ANALYSIS Sheet __ _ 
I. Wing, Airplane and Operating Data 
Identification _____________________________________ ~~~---
Register 
Wing Span __________ ft. ______________ m 
Wing Area sq. ft. sq.m 
Taper Ratio Operating we~i-gh~t-----------t~1--~------------~k--§ 
Air Density slugs/cu. ft. kg/m 
Wing C ('"""f-o-r-C"'"L---c-o-n-s-:""tan t ) 
Swath Speed mph Kphr 
Root Chord ft. m 
Tip Chord ft. m 
Aspect Ratio 
Flap: --------------------------------------






INPUT DATA, RUNS IAl & 



























SPAN LOADING H.P. 97 
ANALYSIS, PART II APPENDIX A (continued) 
'J 
WING IDENTIFICATION SHEET 




cl X cy :;d r 6P y t%j Ul REG. 1 REG. 2 REG. 8 Ul 
p,.)!:s P=~S C 
. 
- SAME ENTR ES D 
P~~S P;;;;~S D 
P~~S P;;;:~S D 
P;;;:~S P;;;:~S D 
P~~S P:::;;~S D 
" P;;;;~S P;;;;~S D 
P;;;:~S P;;;::~S D 
P;;;~S P;;;::~S D 
P;;;;~S P;;;:~S D 
P;;;:~S P;;;::~S D 
. P;;~S P;;;::~S D , 
p;;;;:i!!S P;;;::~S D 
. 
P;;;;~S P;;;:,~S D 
p;;;:?!:s P::;;?!:S D 
P;;;;~S P::;;~S D 
P;;;;~S P;;;~S D 
, 
27 
APPENDIX A ~ontinued) 
PROGRAM LISTING H.P. 97-7 
Span Loading Analysis 
Step Key Step Key 
Entry Entry 
001 LBLA 055 0 
002 DSP3 056 STOI 
003 SPC 057 LBLB 
004 SPC 058 RCLO 
005 SPC 059 PRTX 
006 p:;:s 060 P~S 
007 RCLO 061 RCLO 
008 PRTX 062 X 
009 RCL1 063 2 
010 PRTX 064 X 
011 RCL2 065 PRTX 
012 PRTX 066 ST08 
013 RCL3 067 RCL2 
014 PRTX 068 CHS 
015 RCL4 069 1 
016 PRTX 070 + 
017 RCL5 071 p::"!s 
018 PRTX 072 RCL1 
019 RCL2 073 X 
020 1 074 CHS 
021 + 075 1 
022 RCLO 076 + 
023 X 077 p:;:;s 
024 l/X 078 RCL6 
025 RCL1 079 X 
026 X 080 PRTX 
027 2 081 STOA 
028 X 082 l/X 
029 ST06 083 RCL8 
030 PRTX 084' X 
031 RC1.2 085 p:;:;s 
032 X 086 STOB 
033 PR'I'X 087 PRTX 
034 ST07 088 RCL1 
035 RCL3 089 p::::s 
036 RCL1 090 RCLO 
037 · 091 X 
· 038 RCL4 092 2 
039 093 . 
· 
. 
040 RCL5 094 P===S 
041 · 095 PRTX 
· 042 2 096 STOC 
043 X 097 RCL2 
044 --Ix 098 p:;:s 
045 PRTX 099 RCLO 
046 ST09 100 X 
047 p::::s 101 2 
048 SPC 102 . . 
049 SPC 103 RCLA 
050 RCL1 104 X 
051 PRTX 105 PRTX 
052 SPC 106 STOD 
053 0 107 RCL8 
054 STOE 108 RCLO 
28 
APPENDIX A (Con t inued) 
PROGRAM LISTING H.P. 97-7 
Span Loading Analysis 




1U9 X PRTX 
110 2 164 ST08 
~ III + 165 RCL7 
112 p.::s 166 RCL8 
113 RCL2 167 
114 X 168 PRTX 
115 RCLE 169 RCL9 
116 + 170 + 
117 STOE 171 ST09 
118 PRTX 172 RCL8 
119 RCLI 173 ST07 
120 X=:O? 174 SPC 
121 GTOE 175 SPC 
122 RCLE 176 RCLI 
123 P~S 177 X<O? 
124 RCL1 178 GT01 
125 . 179 R/S "'7 ' 
126 2 180 LBL1 
127 X 181 RTN 









































57. 14~ sroa 
JU. Gii{' STar 
.'61 ST'OZ 







JJ.83Z •• :t 
G.ZS6 ",~" 
S.38Z _-Of 
7. t44 ~ .. 
·17.~1 
Z99. 16'" 
APPENDIX A (CC?ntinued ) 
H.P. 97 COMPUTER LISTING CODE 






S PA"-I STAT\Ct4 
PART I 
• (B6 S1'OO 
.350 STIlI 
(;SB6 















4S~·. e6J ut 
































• t.9z' ,S1tlo 
.825 STOI 















3.999 * .... 
25. (i8J fU 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
. H. P'. 97 COMPUTER LISTING CODE 
PART. II .. 
PREG. 



































1. O€!{l ! 
P:S 
.(lSO STOI 










~iO.7{,Z. . . 
0.000 
.--. ------. ------·-1 
Cll~)( c,."¢" 


















430.154 , ... 
lS.Nl tU 



























324.869 , .. 
JJ.895 ... 










J 9.431 STuB 
, GSBo 
25S~692 f .. 
.33.082 .fj 













93.244 f .. 





~. 800 fU 
,'S.7.98 ..... 
APPENDIX B 
BASIC program for SPAN LOADING ANALYSIS 
file name="SPNLA" 
LIST 
1 POKE 41993, 32 
10 PRINT "1071 SPAN LOADING ANALYSIS" 
11 DIM DELY (13), GDEL (13) 
12 M=l 
14 INPUT "FLAP SPAN =";FSP 






26 IF X=l then 30 
28 GOTO 36 
30 VFPS= SQR (WT/ (AREA*RHO/2*CL)) 
32 PRINT "SPEED="; VFPS 
34 GOTO 40 
36 CL=WT/ (RHO/2*VFPS'2*AREA) 
38 PRINT "LIFT COEFFICIENT=";CL 
40 INPUT "SPAN=";SPAN 
42 INPUT"TAPER RA.TIO="; TR 
44 INPUT"ASPECT RATIO":ASPR 
45 CR=(2*AREA) I (Span*(l+TR» 
46 PRINT"CR=" ; CR 
47 FOR 1= 1 TO 13 
49 READ DELY (I), GDEL (I) 
50 NEXT I 
51 DELY=DELY (M) 
52 GDEL=GDEL (M) 
53 K=l-DELY 




66 IF DELY )0.75 THEN 69 
67 YINC=O.l 












. t. . 





































GDEL= GDEL (M) 
K=l-DELY 
IF K=O THEN 160 
CY=CR~I~ (l-DELy~I~(l-TR))) 
YCL=2~I~SP AN~I~GDEL/ CY 
















PRINT"LIFT CURVE SLOPE="j SLC 





DATA 0.875,0.198,0.925,0.161,0.975,0.09, I, 0 
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• r APPENDIX B ~ont~nued) 
BASIC program for SPAN LOADING ANALYSIS 
file name="SPNLB" 
This version of the span loading analysis program is 
the same as SPNLA except for the following statements: 
17 INPUT "VFPS="; VFPS 
18 INPUT "WEIGHT="; WT. 
20 INPUT "WING AREA ="; AREA 
22 INPUT "DENSITY="; RHO 
24 INPUT "LIFT COEFF="; CL 
All succeeding statements are the same as SPNLA. 
35 
, 
APPENDIX B (Continued) 






..... _ ..... 
iFEEC'r .~: ··::::JTAT IOU=? 
\liFF1S~~~[ 13.~; 
1,~E I GHT =.~. ~,::: ?::' 
iH NG AF.:E2:o.:··· :;;:.27 
...... 
! 
[)Er·~S I TiTi='? . 0!-]2::7~:~ 'i_ 
, ~!F!_ Cl)~FF=? . !:; 
t ~~:~t:L).~ ~3;:;. ;3;~8J5:: 
. .:'< HN=;,' ~1. 1 H" 
, TAPEF RAT IO=? . 667 
: ASPECT RATIO=? 8 
j:f:=·~·7. 6751219'9 
SPAN STATION= . 05 
C:'ri= 7: 54733121 
1::L'Ti = "S. 1337256~3 
GAM~!A= 4'A~ 7~~~~~ • 'I.: ~.J~ ( ..L~.::..~..L 
SPAN STAFIONc . 25 
(~'r';:: 7. ~]36-16~3~]9 
C:L tTl: .:5-, 3~]326729 
GAMMA~ 429. 254755 




C:~'= 6. 2694234 
g~~~~A~' 3~§!i§~~9'; 
: SPAN STATION= . S:= (:'1"'= 5. 566574:1. 
eLIT'= 4.20566179 
GAMMA= 269. 31325~ 
. 
. I 
~PAN ~TATTnN- ~~~ 
,,_ C ~I = ':5 ~4 Z::: 7:33: 2' .. :;, ~-
; CL'T'= ::. 72177651 
. GAMMA= 232. 85600¢~' 
.- : 
SPAN·STATION= . 3~~ 
"' . 'f::Y=:; 5.:-i;33:2tJl,f::; 
.' C~-'Tl= 1. 77513445 
GAMMA= 105. 843638 
. ~j842f;21~:~;:;6 
CT= 5. 1193~:'H5~:7 
Riv'Ci C;Rt'1t=lA= 












o . 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 . 7 
Spanwise load distribution factor,-;- , per radian. 
1 
Aspect ratio = 6.0 
FIGURE 1. 
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~ ~ 600 
lL 
Wing Taper Aspect Area Span W/S C Swath 
no. ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. 1b/ft2 L speed 
mph 
N26 N26 .667 6 326.6 44.42 25 .807 110 
- .. 
-- ....... 

















o 100 C) 




~ " I --r--. __ ~ I N27 1----- I 
-'~I 
. \\~, 
" \\ f', Figure 3a. Effect of aspect ratio \ on bound circulation, ).=.667, 
, \ 
S=326.6 ft2 \ ~ \ I \ \ I I \ \ 
, , 
I , \ I 
I , 
o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
SEMI SPAN POSITION - FEET 


















~ '" N28 ~---.~- ~~ 
--- ~ 
N20 --- - ~ 
---- "' 1"- .... ~, -..... ...... ~Figure 3b .. Effect of aspect ratio on 




O· 100 CO 
\ 
\ 
1\ Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span , no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. \ N12 None 0.667 8 450 60 • \ , N20 None 0.667 10 450 67.08 




8 12 16 20 24 28 
























Aspect Area Span 
ratio sq. ft. ft. 
--
8.0 326.6 51.12 
8.0 326.6 51.12 

























- ~ -- ~ ~, 
'~ , . ~" " 
'\ \ \ Figure 3c. Effe~t of taper ratio ~~ 




4 8 12 16 20 24 
SEMI SPAN LOCATION-FEET 
W/S Swath 
1b/ft2 CL speed mph 
25 0.807 110 
25 0.807 110 
















~. Figure 3d, Effect of taper ratio 






Z Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S c 
:::> 100 no. span ratio ratio sq.ft. ft. 1b/sq.ft. L 
o ([) 10 None 1.0 8.0 450 60 25 0.807 110 
12 None 0.667 18.0 450 60 25 0.8071 110 
I I I I I I 
o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
SEMI SPAN POSITION - FEET 
























Hing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S CL Swath ~ no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. lb/ft2 speed ~ mph N13 0.556 1.0 8.0 326.6 51.12 25 0.807 llO 
,~ 0.556 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.12 25 0.807 llO 
1\- HiS Figure 3e. Effect of taper ratio ~ . ! N13 on bound circulation of wings with 
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Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span WIS CL no. span ratio ratio sq.ft. ft. 1b/ft2 r---, 
\ 22 b 1.0 8 326.6 51.12 25 .807 .195 12 
\ 13 .556b / 2 1.0 8 326.6 51.12 25 .807 \ 
LL 
I 






Figure 3f. Effect of flap span on 
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Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S CL Swath 






\ N15 0.556b /2 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.12 25 0.807 110 
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\ N23 Figure 3g. Effect of flap span on \ 









\ ",N15 \ 
'\ , \ , , , , ~ , "-
" --~ ' .... - t::::--. ---
- --:::::-: ~ 
o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
SEMI SPAN POSITION - FEET 
1600 ::-:-~ ~ ~\ 
~\ Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S CL Swath ~-- ... no. span . ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. lb/ft,2 speed 
"\ mph 22 0.195b /2 1.0 8.0 326.6 51.12 25 0.807 110 
\ ~ 23 0.195b / 2 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.12 25 0.807 110 24 b 1.0 8.0 450 60 25 0.807 110 0.195 /2 25 0.195b / 2 0.667 8.0 450 60 25 0.807 110 , , \ 
\~ \ , 
~ \ \ 
\\~, Figure 3h. Effect of taper ratio l\ on two wings with short span flaps. 
\ \\ Wing \\ . N22 \ \~ ----- -- N23 
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Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S CL Swath 
no. span ratio ' ratio sq. ft. ft. 1b/ft2 speed 
mph 
N23 0.195 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.116 25 0.807 110 
N21 0 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.116 25 0.807 110 
N31 0.805* 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.116 25 0.807 110 
~" Outboard 
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Wing Outboard Taper Aspect Area Span W!S CL Swath no. flap ratio ratio sq.ft. ft. 1b!ft2 speed 
span mph 
N21 0 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.116 25 0.807 110 
N31 0.444 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.116 25 0.807 110 
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~ 1: 1200 
Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span WIS CL Swath 
no. span ratio ratio sq.ft ft. 1b/ft2 speed ~, mph 
~ N21 0 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.116 25 0.807 110 















~ N32 0.805b /2 0.667 8.0 326.6 51.116 25 0.807 110 outboard 
, 
I - I I . \ 
\ N23 
Figure 3k. Effect of inversed inboard~ 
and outboard flaps on bound circu1atio -
\ 
\ bf =.195 b/2 inboard and .805 b/2 I I outboard 
\ 
N21 ~-) ~----...- ~ --....... N32 ~ -- -- ---~\. -- .. ... ~ 
/ ", 
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Wing Flap Taper Aspect 
no. span ratio ratio 




N31 . 444b/ 2 
outboard 
.667 8 
Area Span W/S 
sq. ft. ft. 1b/ft2 
326.6 51.12 25 
326.6 51.12 25 
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:::> 100 0 
£l) 
A=.667, A=8 
S=326.6 sq. ft. 
------












dCL/do f =.031 (of~22o) 
(~~ 
Wing a~one 
\ Figure 3m 
\ 
a .=1.54 'Va1ues of bound circulation for a wing at varying angle of attack and flap 
of= 0° deflection. 
CL= .13 
-, 
t-.- -l- - -I- - -l- - ".:.;.-j ~-.:. J.: ::. -::-:-.: 
"~~ 
-
<t 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 



















0 200 en 
100 
0 
Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S CL Swath 
no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. lb/ ft 2 speed 
mph 
37 None 0.667 8 326.6 51.12 30 0.807 120 
37A None 0.667 8 326.6 51.12 30 0.97 110 
39 None 0.667 8 326.6 51.12 40 0.807 139.3 
39A None 0.667 8 326.6 51.12 40 1.29 110 
Figure 3n. Effect of wing loading 
and operating lift coefficient on 
-
bound circulation of wing without 
flaps. Aspect ·ratio=8. 
-r--..... 
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4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
SEMI SPAN LOCATION-FEET 
Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span w/s Cr. . Swath 
no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. Ib/ft2 speed 
mph 
1200 40 0.556 0.667 8 326.6 51.12 30 0.807 120 
40A 0.556 0.667 8 326.6 51.12 30 0.97 110 
1100 -~ 
42 0.556 0.657 8 326.6 51.12 40 0.807 139.3 
42A 0.556 0.657 8 326.6 51.12 40 1.29 110 
'\ 
1000 1\ 
900 - - N4< 1- ... , \ , Figure 30. Effect of wing loading '" \ 
u 800 
- ~N40.1 ' 
" ~ and operating lift coefficient on 





























flaps. Aspect ratio=8. 
\\ 
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~ ~ 
~ ~ ) 
8 12 16 20 24 28 
SEMI SPAN LOCATION-FEET 
53 
Wing Flap Taper· Aspect Area Span WIS Cr. 
no. span ratio ratio sq.ft. ft. lb/ft2 
43 None 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 30 0.807 
43A None 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 30 .97 
[,5 None 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 40 0.807 
45A None 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 40 1.29 
Figure 3p. Effect of wing loading 
1000 and operating lift coefficient on 
bound circulation. Aspect ratio=6. 
-~ 
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f--- __ ...... 
""'- N48 
...... 
" ~--~6<1 " 
"'-
-~ 
Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span WlS . CL Swath 
no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. lb/ft2 speed 
mph 
46 0.556 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 30 0.807 120 
46A 0.556 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 30 0.97 110 
48 0.556 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 40 0.807 139.3 
48A 0.556 0.667 6 326.6 51.12 40 1.29 110 
~ 
Figure 3q. Effect of wing loading and 
operating lift coefficient on bound 
\ -circulation of a wing with flaps. 
\ Aspect ratio=6. 
'\ ~ . [\\ 
\\ 
1\ \ \\ \ \ \ 
\ ~\ \ 
,,\\ 
\\ ~\ 
~ ~ \ 
'\ ~~ 
\\~ 
~ ~ ~ ... 1\ 
~ ~ 
~ 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 





















Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S ~ Swath 
-no. span- - ratio ratio sq.ft; ft. lb/ft2 speed . -
mph 
120 
N26 None .667 6 326.6 44.42 25 .807 110 
N21 None .667 8 326.6 51.12 25 .807 110 




/N21 Figure 4a. Shed vorticity along wing I ,
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12 16 20- 24 28 





Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span wIS. CL Swath no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft·. 1b/ft2 speed 
mph 
12 None .667 8 450 60 25 .807 110 
20 None .667 10 450 67.08 25 .807 110 
28 None .667 6 450 51. 96 25 .807 110 
! 
I ~ I N12 Figure 4b. Shed vorticity along wing , I span as affected by aspect ratio. ~ f--
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8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
SPAN LOCATION - FEET 
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Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S CL Swath 
no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. 1b/ft2 speed 
,~ mph 
N15 O.556b /2 .667 326.6 51.12 25 .807 , . \ 8.0 110 
, 
• \ N23 .195b /2 .667 8.0 326.6 51.12 25 .807 110 , 
\ , \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ Figure 4c. Shed vorticity as affect-I \ N23 
I \ ed by inboard flap span. >'=.667 , \ 
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Wing Flap Taper Aspect Area Span W/S CL Swath no. span ratio ratio sq. ft. ft. 1b/ft2 speed 
mph 
U· 240 
N22 . 195b / 2 1.0 8 326.6 51.12 25 .807 110 
N13 .556b / 2 1.0 8 326.6 51.12 25 .807 110 
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, I Figure 4d. Shed vorticity as affect-, 
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